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In this paper we present two features that are
imperative to inclusive design of social media sites:
people’s right to be anonymous or pseudonymous, and
people’s right to reject gender categorization. We argue
that these are social justice issues that must be taken
into account when designing social media sites.
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Introduction
“...technologies are often designed with particular types
of users in mind – when you are not the user the
designer had in mind, you can become frustrated
because the piece of technology seems to resist you.”
- Ilana Gershon [5]
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When social websites are designed, who is left out? In
this paper we present two design requirements for
inclusive online spaces: right to represent an

anonymous or pseudonymous online identity, and right
to not be categorized by gender.

provide gender information, particularly when only
offering binary gender options, will exclude many users
who do not fit into that categorization scheme or who
do not wish to disclose their gender. Some reasons one
may not wish to disclose their gender include fear of
harassment for being a woman or being trans, being in
a transitional period as part of a gender change,
wishing to avoid ad targeting, and privacy concerns
more broadly. Currently, three out of the ten most
popular social media sites require users to choose
either Male or Female at sign up [2]1. Site designers
must consider who is excluded when gender categories
are mandated.

Anonymity and Pseudonymity
The right to anonymity and pseudonymity online is a
social justice issue. In this paper, we focus on names
as one factor that could signal levels of identifiability,
though there are other factors that can identify
individuals. There are many reasons why a person may
not want to or be willing to disclose their actual name
in an online context: She may be a survivor of intimate
partner violence, and not want to be further harassed
online by her ex-partner [4]. She may use online
platforms to express radical activist content that would
not be acceptable to her boss and coworkers. She may
be living under an oppressive regime which does not
tolerate opposing views that one needs to express
[e.g., 11]. She may want to display several different
identities online, rather than just one [9]. Whatever the
circumstance, it is unjust to deny users the ability to
represent themselves with a name and online profile(s)
of their choosing that they feel represents them best in
a particular context. What do we lose when prominent
social media platforms require users to display their
“real” names and identities? Who is excluded or put in
danger when such policies are enforced worldwide
without consideration of the implications for particular
marginalized or oppressed groups?

Discussion
What do we lose when prominent social media sites
require users to present “real” names and identities?
First, we lose the ability of online spaces to act as
“identity workshops” [3] where identity
experimentation can take place2. Second, we lose the
ability to self-disclose sensitive information and receive
support without the stigma that may occur when
disclosing such information using a real name [1,10].
Finally, we lose the ability to post radical or antigovernmental political views and engage in activism
without it being linked back to our professional or
personal identities. There remains real power in being
able to act anonymously, and inclusive design must
account for this.

Rejecting Gender Categorization
The right to reject being categorized by gender online is
a social justice issue. Many online social media sites
require users to assign certain categorical attributes to
their profile (e.g., gender) that may hinder not only
online self-presentation but also the user’s ability to
feel included on a particular site. Requiring users to
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Some sites include more gender profile options after sign up,
imposing binary gender only at sign up.

2

However, anonymity cannot make issues of gender and race
inequality disappear in online spaces [7,8], and may not be as
liberatory as earlier argued by Bruckman [3], Turkle [12], and
others.

What do we lose when gender categorization is
mandated on social media sites? We lose online
participation and engagement from a small,
marginalized group (those with non-binary genders) [6]
and from others who do not wish to disclose their
gender in online platforms. But beyond that, we lose
inclusivity of online platforms, which is about gender
now and in this paper, but may be about another
category at a future time. There is no actual reason
why gender categorization is necessary on social media
sites [2], and the benefits of requiring it do not
outweigh the costs associated with excluding certain
users.
Increasingly, social websites want their users to
disclose more and more information about themselves.
What happens when information that could be used to
imply extremely personal things about people and
potentially make them vulnerable are mandatory to
disclose? What if those who do disclose systematically
benefit from doing so, for example by being shown
more reliable or valuable information? Inclusive design
must consider the ways that mandatory disclosure of
personal information can privilege certain users, and
the fact that information that many do not consider
personal or sensitive (e.g., name and gender) is in fact
a sensitive disclosure for others.
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